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Not much to report this Q5.
Silent Keys: W.J.Williams G8CLS.
L.J.Avory
G2FQP.
The RAE course’s are still running. Chris M0GBH is doing a great job, thanks to all
those that are helping.
We had 2 pass’s at Intermediate level in July, A.B.Johnston. and G.L.Williams.
Congratulations to both.
Rallies.
17th July - QRP in the country - Upton Bridge Farm, Long Sutton, Langport
TA10 9NJ, SIG, B7B, LEC, C, LB, FAM. Free entry. Tim Walford, G3PCJ,
01458 241224, walfor@globalnet.co.uk [www.walfordelectronics.co.uk]
14th August – Flight Refuelling ARS Hamfest.-.Cobham Sports and Social Club
Ground Merley, nr.Wimborne, Dorsrt. BH21 3DA. TI S22. CP. OT, 10.00. TS. CBS.
LB. C. Details Mike M0MJS. 01202 883 479. frars@frars.org.uk [www.frars.org.uk]

SK. Sales Get in touch with Dick G0XAY.

ANTENNAS at G8CKK’s QTH.
I have not been very active with radio but I have been playing about with antennas
and masts. I think some of you may be interested in my system. It allows me to have a
number of antennas while keeping a low profile. (not exactly invisible).
I purchased 3 telescopic masts, 2 made of aluminium alloy and 1 fibre glass. The fibre
glass mast is 5’ lowered 20’ extended. The alloy masts 5’ lowered 26’extended.
The antenna system now allows you to work at ground level making it easy to adjust
or change antennas.( being of the older generation it saves me climbing about ). It is
also suitable for the small garden. My garden is 20’ by 40’.
One of my problems was rotating the beam antenna’s to do this you require a motor.
The motor needs to be at the bottom of the mast so the motor and mast need
supporting. Two of the masts are supported with wooden posts. These can be fixed a
number of different ways the photos may give you some ideals.

So my first job was to make some sort of cage to take the motor and mast.( Photo A)
The base is a steel plate drilled to take the motor and support frame the top is made of
Dexion or angle iron the support is square section tube 1.5”x1.5” the lot is welded
together. The top is a bearing made of wood (Photo B) I find it works ok. The bottom
plate is hinged to plate cemented in the ground. The cage is 5’ in height in both
pictures the mast is in position. The mast closed is 5’ extended 26’ the motor is a
Yaesu G-450C. The stub mast on the side of the cage takes my 6-BTV Hustler
vertical when required, next to the cage is the choke Balun for the vertical.
(photo C) shows the mast partially raised with the 2mtre Quagi antenna.
(photo D) the 2mtre antenna is raised higher, in the background is the butternut
vertical .(photo E) shows the home brew 8/8 slot Yagi for 70cms. (photo F) shows
the 23cms beam ( Tona). (photo G) shows my 40mtre trap dipole made from 2 x 40
mtre Hustler mobile whips back to back. See other views on later photos.
(photo H) shows the 40 mtre dipole on a stub mast the bottom photo shows a die cast
box with dipoles mounted with mobile adapters, the blank position can be used for a
vertical. The 40mtre coils can be removed and 20mtrs or others fitted I also have
20mtres .
(photo I) top photo is the 8/8 slot Yagi for 70cms home brew made from stainless
steel below is the 23cms Tona Yagi, both are fitted with stub masts. These stub mast
allow for a quick change of antennas.
No 2 mast, the mast is the same as the one in the above photos fixed to a 3”x 3”
wooden post see (photo J) it is lowered with long wire attached. The other end is fixed
to post at the bottom of the garden. (photo K) shows the auto ATU this is used for the
long wire the 2 yellow wires on the ATU. One is earth the other a radial. The mast can
also be used for any other antenna. Mast 3 (photoL) shows the 4mtre ½ wave vertical
and 4mtre halo partially raised, in the back ground is the V2000 collinear for 6/2/70
you can also see halo’s for 2 and 6mtres on the right in brackets is the 6-BTV Hustler
vertical, you can also see the choke balun for the G5RV.
(photo M) shows the 4mtr mast lowered with the vertical folded over, in the back
ground is the Butternut vertical HF6-V plus the TBR-160S for top band. (photo N)
shows a bracket made of aluminium angle this is fixed to the mast and the antenna
using pipe clips, the bracket is made to pivot and when vertical is locked into position
with a wing nut. (angle purchased from B&Q).
The 20mtre dipole was giving S9 signals into Europe.
The 40mtre dipole was giving S9 one station in Preston was S7.
I did not do many tests but it all seems to be OK.
The rotator worked well so no more running up and down stairs.
Get in touch if you need more information.

Frame showing motor and mast .(Yaesu G-450C)

PHOTO A

Mast section made to take rotator motor and stub
mast section for vertical (hustler 6-BTV).
The inner mast is telescopic 6’closed 26’ open
PHOTO B.

Mast raised slightly and showing the 2mtre Quagi.
Mast 1
PHOTO C

2 mtr Quagi. Mast 1

PHOTO D

8 over 8 slot Yagi for 70cms home brew st steel.
Mast 1
PHOTO E

23cms beam. Mast1
PHOTO F

40 mtre dipole. Construction 2 x 40 mtre hustler
mobile whips back to back. Mast 1

PHOTO G

40 mtre dipole die cast box with with stub mast. H

23cms and 70cms antennas on stub masts
PHOTO I

mast no 2 lowered with long wire. Mast similar to
mast 1
PHOTO J

Auto ATU for use with wire antenna on mast 2
The two wires below are radial and earth.
PHOTO K

4mtr halo and vertical part raised mast3
collinear in the background.2/6/70.
PHOTO L

4 mtre Halo with the 4 mtre ½ wave vertical folded
over. Behind in the trees is the butternut HF-6V.
mast .3.
PHOTO M

4 mtre ½ wave vertical folded over .Brackets are
made from aluminium angle, antenna is clipped in
using pipe clips mast 3
PHOTO N

